
“ I remember when I was a child,

 the snow,  during the winter,  

that streaked the sky 

with a soft voice and shut

 the mouth to the noises…” 

                        

                                  (Tonino Guerra)

In winter the city becomes grey and cold, just like the 
weather. During the dark days people lock themselves 
inside, as if they wanted to find a shelter from the 
chill, they walk in a hurry to arrive home and find 
some warmth. 

They don't have time to stop and look around, or 
listen. 
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Yet the city keeps existing, and thousands of secret 
stories weave together, for those who can take the 
time to pay attention, even under the snow. 

Inverni is a show that comes from the cold, and that 
discover again a little magic in an icicle, in a blow of 
freezing wind, and in every snow-flake. 
Among incredible acrobatics and bursts of unex-
pected laughter Liberi Di... shows the world that there 
is always a reason to return to dream ...

. 

Cast: 7 dancers/acrobats
Music: from René Aubry to Chemical Brothers, from 
Armando Trovajoli to Animatrix Kitaro
Duration: 80 minutes
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TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
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info@liberidi.net
segreteria@liberidi.net

www.liberidi.net
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